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"If you like Lisa Jackson and Karen Rose, Carey Baldwin is right up your dark, twisty alley.""If you like Lisa Jackson and Karen Rose, Carey Baldwin is right up your dark, twisty alley." ~New York Times~New York Times

Bestselling Author, Wendy Corsi StaubBestselling Author, Wendy Corsi Staub

Is she missing...or a murderer?
When Laura Chaucer, daughter of a U.S. senator, vanishes from her college campus, celebrated FBI profilers Special

Agent Atticus Spenser and forensic psychiatrist Dr. Caitlin Cassidy are called in. Thirteen years ago, Laura and her

nanny disappeared from her family's Denver home. Laura was found alive, but her nanny wasn't so lucky... and the

killer was never caught. Laura could identify him--if only she didn't have a deep, dark hole in her memory. 

Now she's missing again. Did the troubled young woman run away or has the kidnapper returned? As women who

look eerily similar to Laura's nanny begin turning up dead, the Chaucer family psychiatrist renders a disturbing

opinion: Laura is unstable, a danger to herself and others. Who knows what terrible secrets lurk in the shadowy

recesses of her mind? Cassidy and Spenser must solve one of the most infamous cold cases ever to uncover the

answer: Is Laura a killer, or is a monster still out there, waiting to claim another victim?

What do readers like you say about Stolen? What do readers like you say about Stolen? 

Stolen will definitely be on my Top Ten Reads of 2017! Top Ten Reads of 2017! 

Cheryl, C Mash Reads, Amazon reviewer
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Chilling, surprising, riveting. Excuse me while I go read it again!! Excuse me while I go read it again!! Yes it's that good. 

Amazon Reviewer

Saweeet geebus! 

I was bamboozled!

Another awesome installment in the series, and the ending...epicepic. 

Maureen, Goodreads reviewer

Need more stars!! Need more stars!! 

Auntie Sherri, Goodreads reviewer

This engrossing thriller was unlike any I've ever read. There were surprises galore, some that were so unanticipated

they made me jump in my seat.made me jump in my seat.

Michelle, Goodreads reviewer
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